
H. Kazerooni This article introduce~ three areas of study: 1 telefunctioning; 2 a control method
for producing telefunc 'oning; and 3 an analysis of human-robot interaction when
telefunctioning govern the system behavior. Telefunctioningfacilitates the maneuver-
ing of loads by creati g a perpetual sense of the load dynamics for the operator.
Telefunctioning is defi ed as a robotic manipulation method in which the dynamic
behaviors of the slave obot and the master robot are functions of each other; these
functions are thedesig er's choice and depend on the application. (In a subclass of
telefunctioning current y referred to as telepresence, these functions are specified as
"unity" so that the ter and slave variables ( e.g., position, velocity) are dynami-
cally equal.) To produ e telefunctioning, this work determines a minimum number
of functions relating th robots' variables, and then develops a control architecture

which guarantees tha'ithe defined functions govern the dynamic behavior of the
closed-loop system. Th stabil~ty of th~ closed-l~op system (i.e., mast~r robot, ~~ave
robot, human, and the oad being manIpulated) IS analyzed and sufficIent condItions

for stability are derive.
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~ In this example of telefunctioning, the slave forces are func-
ti ns of the master forces so the human senses forces different
f om those which the slave senses. In general, the slave and

aster forces are not equal as they would be in the case of
telepresence.

Example 2. In maneuvers over an arbitrary trajectory, the~ ' al may be a dynamic behavior for the telerobotic system in

hich the human, who is maneuvering a rigid body, feels the
£ rces as being those of ~ne'icveriug a light single-point mass.

is dynamic behavior mKsks~e fross-coupled forces associ-
a~ with maneuvering a rigid body; the human feels only the
~ rces associated with the acceleration of a single.:point mass.

is behavi?r is desirable becaus.eGress.-~oupled forces contrib-
u e to the dIfficulty of maneuvenng a ngld body. In contrast to

is telefunctioning example, when telepresence governs the!
stem behavior, the forces on the-.Iaster robot and slave robot
e equal, and the human would fee1 all of the forces, including

9ross-coupled forces, associated with maneuvering a rigid
bOdy. For the example above, the relationship between the forces

0' the master robot and the forces on the slave robot cannot be
gilven explicitly by an equation. Later, a mathematical tool is
d4veloped to frame the design specifications needed in this
situation.

1 Definition of Telefunctioning
A telerobotic system consist&: of two robots: the master which

is maneuvered by a human, and the slave which performs a
task at a location remote from the master. The master robot is
not connected mechanically to the slave robot. Figure 1 shows
a telerobotic system where a human is pushing against the mas-
ter and the slave is pushing against an environment! "Tele-
presence" denotes a dynamic behavior in which the environ-
mental effects experienced by the slave are transferred through
the master to the human without alteration; therefore, the human
feels that she/he is "there" without "being" there [2, 3, 6,
16, 20]. The following three examples discuss the concept of
telefunctioning and how it differs from telepresence.3"

Example 1. Suppose a telerobOtIc system is used to manipu-
late an object through a completely arbitrary trajectory. The
goal may be a dynamic behavior in which the human senses
scaled-down values of the forces that the slave senses when
manipulating the object. Therefore, a system controller must be
designed so that the ratio of the forces on the slave to the forces
on the master equals a number greater than unity. If Is and
I M4 represent the forces on the slave and on the master, then

Is = -aiM where a is a scalar greater than unity. (The negative
sign, originating from the convention used in Fig. I, implies
the opposite directions of Is and 1M.)

Furthermore, if the object being manipulated is a pneumatic
jackhammer, the goal may be to both filter and decrease the
jackhamq1er forces. Then, the human senses only the low-fre-
quency, scaled-down components of the forces that the slave
senses. This requires a low-pass filter such thatls = -aiM where
I / a is a low-pass filter transfer function.

Example 3. In maneuvers over an arbitrary trajectory, the
g~al may be a behavior for the telerobotic system in which the
sl~ve robot position (not force, as in example I) equals a scaled-
dQwn value of the master robot position. In other words, if Ys
aItd YM are the positions of the slave robot and the master robot,
thFn Ys = .BYM where .B is smaller than unity. This behavior is
u~eful when great precision is required in the slave maneuver;
a few centimeters of master motion correspond to a few microns
ofl slave motion. This would have applications in microsurgery.
11 contrast to this telefun~tioning example, when telepresence
g vems the system behavior, Ys and YM are equal.

In each of the above examples, one relationship between
thp master robot and slave robot variables is chosen as the
ptjrformance specification for telefunctioning. But, several inde-
Ptindent relationships might be chosen to specify a particular
type of telefunctioning. Here, telefunctioning is framed mathe-
m/itically in terms of relationships which are independent of

I C. L. Moore is currently working at the NASA Langley Research Center.
, In this article, the word environment represents any object being manipulated

or pushed by the slave robot.
3 Describing the history and background of telerobotic control methods requires

familiarity willi the nomenclature and modeling approach used to describe tele-
functioning. Thus, the history and background of telerobotic control methods is
given later (Section 4).

4 The subscript "M" signifies the master and "S" signifies the slave. Unless

otherwise noted, all variables are defined in the Laplace domain. The Laplace
arguments for all functions are omitted.
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a maneu~er. If At and Ay are specified as "unity' " then telepre-
sence is $een to be a subclass of telefunctioning in which all
the variables (e.g., position, velocity, force) of the master robot
and the sjave robot are dynamically equal. But, in telefunction-
ing, the dynamic behaviors of the slave robot and master robot
are func~ons of each other; these functions are the designer's
choice and depend on the application. Note that, although the
design s~ecifications described above are independent of the
control ~hitecture used, the next section introduces a new and
practical control architecture to achieve these specifications and
produce t~lefunctioning.

~

't

Fig. 1 In telerobotic system, human constrains master robot motion
while environment constrains slave robot motion

the chosen control techniques. Without fonnal proof 5, it is
stated that, for linear systems, only three independent relation-
ships can be specified among the four variables: Ys, YM,1s, and1M. 

One logical and possible set of relationships is:

Ys = AYYM (1)

Is = AJfM {2)

Is = ZsYs ~,,(3)

Ay, At, and Zs are transfer functions. Ay and At represent the
relationships between the ~sitions and forces \,-:hile Zs is the
slave port impedance. Note that, once the above three relation-
ships are specified, no other independent relationships can be
specified. Figure 2 showsfu~ variables and their relationships
graphically where tlietlilck lines represent~the specified relation-
ships (Eqs. (1), (2), and (3» and the thin lines portray the
dependent relationships. '"

Employing Eqs. (1), (~, a~ (~, the system dynamic be-
h~vior (i.e., the design specifibati~s for telefunctioning) in
example 1 can be expressed by the following equations:

At = -a (4)

Ay = 1 (5)

Zs = arbitrary. (6)

At in Eq. (4) is the force amplification, and Ay in Eq. (5)
states the equality of the master robot and slave robot positions.
Equation (6) shows that designers can freely choose the slave
port impedance, Zs. Note that, once Eqs. (4), (5), and (6) are
specified, no other equations can be specified for the system.

Applying EqS. (I), (2), and (3) to example 2, the design
specifications for telefunctioning become:

At = -1 (7)

Ay = 1 (8)

(9)

2 The Control Architecture
The control architecture which creates telefunctioning has the

followin~ properties.

I. It I~ts designers handle the robustness of the master robot
and the slave robot without getting involved in the dynamics
of the hu~an, the dynamics of the object being manipulated by
the slave, or the communication time delay [I]. Thus, de~igners
can minimize the sensitivity of the master robot and the slave
robot to uncertain dynamic modeling of each robot independent.
of other variables such as human and load dynamics.

2, Thfs control architecture is the most general extension
of the p*vious telerobotic control architectures 6 and allows
choosing from a variety of performance specifications. This
work shows how conveniently the design specifications in Sec-
tion I Calli be mapped onto the variables of the proposed control
architecture.

3. Th~ human wearing the master robot is in physical con-
tact with the machine, so power transfer is unavoidable and
informatililn signals from the human help to control both master
robot and :slave robot. Theproposed control architecture conve-
niently ~ PiCts these two paths of human-machine interaction.

To cl 'fy the proposed control law, the rich concepts of
linear co trol theory are used for a single-degree-of-freedom
telerobotic system. Understanding the proposed control ap-
proach requires understanding the dynamic behaviors of the
master and slave robots, the human arm, and the environment,
as discus$ed in the following subsections.

DynanJJc Behaviors of the Master Robot and the Slave
Robot. tt is assumed that both the master robot and the slave
robot. pri~arily have independent closed-loop position control-
lers. The Use of these primary stabilizing compensators 7 in both
the master and the slave is motivated by the following reasons.

6 A comparison between the previous telerobotic control methods and the con-

trol method presented in this paper is given in Section 4.
7 Hereafter, the words primary stabilizing compensators refer to two closed-

loop position controllers which stabilize the master robot and the slave robot.
These controllers also decrease the effect of friction forces in the robots' joints.

= ms
Ayy ~ Y

sM

ZM Zs

where m represents the desired mass and s is the Laplace opera-
tor. Substituting Ys andfs from equations I and 2 into equation
3 and incorporating Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) yield a relationship
between YM andfM such thatfM = ms2YM. This equation proves
that the human, when maneuvering a rigid body, would feel the
forces due to maneuvering a single-point mass m.

A set of performance specifications for telefunctioning (e.g.,
Eqs. (I), (2), and (3)) does not assure system stability but
does let designers express what they wish to have happen during 1M fsAi

Fig. 2 If three relationships (thick lines) are specified among four vari-
ables, then other relationships (thin lines) depend on specified relation-
ships

'Bond Graph Theory [18] can be used to prove that the system causality will
be violated if more than three relationships are specified among the four variables
Ys. YM. Is. and/M. For the sake of brevity. this proof is not given here.
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1. For the safety of the human, the master must remain
stable when not worn by the human. A closed-loop position
controller keeps the master stable when not worn by the human.

2. This controller also attenuates the effects of frictional
forces in the joints and in the transmission mechanism, thus
attenuating the sensitivity of each robot to uncertain forces.

3. The design of the primary stabilizing compensator lets
the designers deal with the robustness of the master robot and
the slave robot without getting involved in the dynamics of the
human, the dynamics of the object being manipulated by the
slave, or the communication time delay. A variety of robust
control methods can be used to stabilize the master and slave
robots independently. (Refer to [7,19,21] for two well-estab-
lished robotic trajectory control techniques.)
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Fig. 3 Major elements of proposed control architecture which creates

telefunctioning

Only the master dynamic behavior is derived here; the deriva-
tion of the dynamic behavior of the slave robot is similar to
that of the master robot. The master robot position, YM, results
from two inputs: the electronic command to the primary control-
ler of the master robot and the forces imposed on the master
robot. The transfer function GM is defined as the primary closed-
loop system and has the electronic command UM as input and
the master position, YM, as output. The master robot sensitivity
transfer function, 8M, maps the force imposed on the master
robot, 1M, onto the master position, YM; 8M is the reciprocal of
the robot stiffness. Equation (10) represents the master robot
dynamic behavior in its most general form:

function SH maps the master robot position, YM, into the force
i posed on the master robot, 1M:

1M = UH -SHYM (12)

SH, the human arm sensitivity function (or impedance [8, 11,
12]), is the disturbance rejection property of the human arm.
I the gain of SH is small, the master robot motion has a small

ect on the imposed forces,/M.

Dynamic Behavior of the Environment. Telerobotic sys-
ms are used for manipulating objects or imposing forces on
~ects. Defining E as a transfer function representing the envi-

r~nment dynamics and J.xt as the equivalent of all the external
~ rces imposed on the environment, Eq. (13) provides a general
e pression for the force imposed on the slave robot in the linear
d main8:

YM = GMUM + SMfM ( 10)

Since the master robot is in contact with only the human, 1M
represents forces from only the human. The motion of the mas-
ter robot has a small response to the human forces, 1M, if the
magnitude of SM is small. A small SM is produced by use of a
high-gain closed-loop positioning system as the primary con-
troller or use of actuators with large gear ratios [10].

Similarly, the dynamic behavior of the slave robot is defined
by Eq. (11):

Ys = Gsus _::!:~S~fs (1

/s is the force imposed by the environment on the slave end-
point, and Us is the input command to the primary controller of
the slave drive system. Gs and Ss are similar to GM and SM,
and represent the effects of Us and/s.

Is = -Eys +I.xt (13)

I the slave robot is employed for pushing a spring and damper,
en E is a transfer function such that E(s) = (K + Cs) and

J. I = 0 where K, C, Ys, and s are the stiffness, damping, slave
p sition, and Laplace operator. In another example, if the slave
r bot is employed for maneuvering a mass, then E(s) = m.sz

here mo is ~e mass ?f ~e object. .
, The dynamIc behavior ~f die te~robotlc system, the human

, and the environment is ~preknted by the block diagram
0 Fig. 3 which uses Eqs. (10), (11), (12), and (13) as the
d narnic models of the master robot, the slave robot, the human

, and 'the environment. 1& the diagram, H is the control
back operating on the contact forces. Note that there is

n cross-feedback between the positions; only the forces are
easured for feedback. This is a't:{undamental difference be-

t een this control method and previous control methods. (See
S ction 4 for a summary of previous telerobotic control meth-

s.) " -.
In Fig. 3, if Us, UM, UH, and I.xI are zero (i.e., the inputs to

e master robot and the slave robot are zero, the human has
n intention of moving the master robot, and no other forces

e imposed on the slave) and HII and HZ1 are chosen to be
ro, the interaction force between the human and the master

is zero. If the human decides to move his hand (i.e., UH becomes
a nonzero value) and UM, US,l.xI, HII, and Hz! are still zero, a
s all master motion develops from the interaction force be-
t een the master and the human. The master motion is trivial
if SM has a small gain, even though the interaction force may
n t be small. In other words, the human arm may not have the
s ngth to overcome the master primary control loop. To solve

is problem, the interaction force 1M is measured and filtered
b compensator H II and then used as an input to the master
r bot's primary controller. Note that the mapping GMHII acts
i parallel to SM and thus increases the apparent sensitivity of

master robot. At this point, there is no restriction placed on
t e structure and size of HII, but Fig. 3 suggests choosing a

Dynamic Behavior of the Human Arm. The human arm
dynamic behavior is modeled as a functional relationship be-
tween a set of inputs and a set of outputs. Therefore, the internal
structures of the model components are not of concern; the
particular dynamics of nerve conduction, muscle contraction,
and central nervous system processing are accounted for implic-
itly in constructing the dynamic model of the human arm. (Refer
to [12, 1,5, 17, 22] for a thorough review on various dynamic
models of the human arm.)

In this work, the human arm is modeled as a nonideal force
control system in which the force imposed by the human arm
on the master robot results from two inputs. The first input, UH,
is issued by the human central nervous system; it is assumed
that the specified form of UH is not known other than it is human
thought deciding to impose a force on the master robot. The
second input is the position of the master robot. Thus, the master
robot motion can be thought of as a position disturbance oc-
curring on the force-controlled human arm. If the master robot
is stationary, the force imposed on the master robot is a function
of commands from the central nervous system only. If the mas-
ter robot moves, the force imposed on the master robot is a
function not only of the central nervous system commands but
also of the master robot position, and the amount of force im-
posed on the master robot is different from UH. The transfer

~ f6' can be thought as the equivalent of all the forces on the slave rot..)(
e point which do not depend on Ys and other system variables. One example of
fe, can be observed when a second human is holding and maneuvering the slave
e point; the force imposed on the slave endpoint by the human represents J",
In this article it is assumed that};" = O.
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large gain for H II to increase the apparent sensitivity of the
master robot. The interaction force fM is also used to drive the
slave robot after passing through the compensator H21' If HII
= H21, the master and slave motion are the same.

Similarly, compensator H22 is chosen to generate compliancy
in the slave robot in response to the forces, fs, imposed on the
slave robot endpoint [9, 14}. The interaction forcefs also affects
the master robot as a force reflection after passing through the
compensator H12.

The goal is to find the H transfer function matrix such that
the satisfaction of Eqs. (I), (2), and (3) is guaranteed for the
system. But, designers do not have complete freedom in choos-
ing the structure and magnitude of H because the closed-loop
system must remain stable for any chosen H. The proposed
controller creates a desired stable behavior for the master and
slave based on the human arm and environment models gener-
ated by the computer. The output of this controller is then fed
to both the master and slave drive systems. The master robot
also interacts physically with the human; the master motion,
then, is partially due to the transfer of human power via SM
(shown by double lines in Fig. 3) and partially due to the
command generated by the computer via H. The slave robot
interacts physically with the environment; its motion, then, is
partially due to the transfer of power from the environment via
Ss (shown by double lines) and partially due to the command
generated by the computer via H. The command to the slave
robot must be such that the total slave maneuver becomes a
desired maneuver that the person could not achieve alone.

ships are necessary to describe the system behavior.) Here Ay.
Aft d Zs are chosen as the design specifications 9 and three

Eqs. 14), (15), and (17) are solved to calculate four unknowns
PII, 12, P21, and P22. Since Eqs. (14), (15), and (17) contain
four nknowns, arbitrary assignment of PII leads to the follow-
ing s lutions for P12, P21, and P22:

P = -Af + AyEp11
(24 )12 AA E

f y

= -AfAy(1 + SHPII)(E + Zs)
(25 )P21 Zs(AyE -AtSH)

2= AyE (1 + SHPIl) + SH2s(Af + AyEPl1)
( 26 )P22 EZs(AyE -AfSH)

Once P12, P21. and P22 are found from Eqs. (24), (25), and
(26) members of H can be found from equations 18 through
21.

In the above method, designers have complete freedom to
selec Zs,Ay, and At. However, the stability of the closed-loop
syste in Fig. 3 is not guaranteed for all possible values of Zs,
Ay, d At. Using the Nyquist stability criterion (Appendix A),
it c be found that the following two conditions are needed to
guar ntee the stability of the closed-loop system shown in
Fig. :

(27)

(28)3 Stability Analysis
In designing the controller which creates telefunctioning, the

design objective is to select H such that the achievement of the
design specifications in EqS. (1), (2), and (3) is guaranteed.
Here is described a simple control method which applies when
a linear differential equations govern the dynamic behavior of
the system. Inspection of the block diagram of Fig. 3 results inthe following equations: .

Com aring inequality 28 with Eq. ( 17) shows that the left-hand
side f Eq. (28) equals Zs. To guarantee stability inequalities
27 d 28 must be satisfi~ Zs must be larger than E and
Pll ust be smaller than l/~ in}ma!tlitude. This presents an
intef sting property of the proposed control law: the stability
crite 'a (inequalities 27 and 28) do not limit the designer in
cho ing Ay, and AI' bu! only restrict the designers in choosing
Zs. lthough the designer has flexibility in shaping the magni-
tude frequency response of the right hand side of inequalities
27 a d 28, these sufficient conditions for stability are neverthe-
less ery conservative. As shown i~the example in Section
5, i certain cases, inequality 28 cannot be satisfied for high
freq enc~s since E (the environment dynamics) approaches
infin ty at high frequencies and Zs is not larger than E at high
freq encies. When the environment dynamics does not ap-
proa h infinity, then one might be able to satisfy the stability
con 'tion for all frequencies. To summarize, designers can
ch se three functions AI' Ay, and Zs to describe the system
beh vior; while there is no restriction on the choice of AI and
Ay, (slave impedance) must be larger than E to guarantee
the ystem stability.

A = ~ = P21
Y YM PII + ~pE .

AI = ~ = -P21E1M 1 + P22E .

2M = 1M = _1 + P22E
YM PII + LlpE

Zs Is 1 + PIISH= -= when u = O.Ys P22 + ~pSH H

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

where:

4 'storyand Background
H nnford categorizes present telerobotic control architectures

into classical position error architecture and forward flow archi-
tec [6] which are described herein terms of the nomencla-
ture and modeling approach used to describe telefunctioning.

I position error architecture (Fig. 4), the master position is
the eference input command to the slave primary control loop,
and the slave position is the input command to the master pri-
m control loop. In other words, the position error between
the aster and slave positions drives the robots. There is no
forc reflection since no forces are measured. However, a posi-

PI! = ~H12 + SM, (18)

PI2 = GMHI2, (19)

P21 = GSH21' (20)

P22 = GSH22 + Ss, (21)

~P = PI1P22 -P12P21. (22)

Simple inspection shows that Eqs. ( 14), ( 15), and ( 16) are not
independent and that they satisfy the following equation:

~=-~ (23)
AI E

Thus, once Ay and AI are specified (via Eqs. (1) and (2)), the
designer cannot choose 2M arbitrarily; 2M must be derived from
Eq. (23). Therefore, the design specifications must include one
arbitrary choice for 2s and two choices from among the three
variables Ay, AI' and 2M. (This confirms that only three relation-

9 Also, either A" ZM, and Zs, or A" ZM, and Zs can be chosen as the set of

design specifications.
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Fig. 4 Position error control architecture

Fig. 6 One-degree-of-freedom telerobotic system

force sensor assembly have been omitted for brevity.) Two
in~ependent primary stabilizing controllers for the master robot
and for the slave robot ha~ bern designed to yield the widest
baijdwidth for ~e closed-l~p Jran*r functi°l:l.s, GM and Gs,
wh~le guaranteeIng the stability of eich system m the presence
of bounded unmodeled dynamics. The dominant dynamics for
GJ, Gs, Sr." and Ss representing the closed-loop positioning
s.y~em are given by Ells.. (29) throug1f{3Z).~<The development
O* e position controllers for both robots has been omitted for
b ity; reference [4], however, gives a thorough description
of ese motot controllers.) --:

tion error is generated whenever the slave robot contacts the
environment, and this allows the human to feel the interaction.
The main disadvantage of position error architecture is that the
human must work against the impedance of the master robot.
If the gain of 8M (defined in Eq. (10)) is small (i.e., large
master impedance), then the human may not be able to exert
sufficient force to move the robot. For this reason, position error
architecture is best suited for use in direct-drive systems where
the master impedance is relatively small. Another disadvantage
of this architecture is its sensitivity to, the communication time
delay between the master and the slave which results from the
feedback signal traveling in a long loop from the master to the
slave and back again.

Forward flow architecture (Fig. 5) is similar to position error
architecture in that the master position is used to drive the slave.
Position information flows in the forward direction from the
master to the slave, but the slave force: is employed as the input
command to the master primary control loop. Forward flow
architecture is an improvement over position error architecture
in that it provides true force reflection by sensing the force
imposed on the slave robot. But forward flow architecture suf-
fers from the same disadvantages as position error architecture;
it does not permit adjustment of the master robot impedance,
and it is sensitive to communication time delays.

Several researchers have noted th.it, in theory, local force
feedback on the slave tends to improve stability [2, 5, 16]. A
further enhancement can be made to the basic forward flow
architecture if local force feedback is also utilized on the master.
This increases the apparent sensitivity of the master robot to
input commands from the human. In addition, it is conceptually
desirable to have a symmetric system in which force information
is communicated in both directions. Telefunctioning is the most
general extension of these ideas. In this new architecture, both
impedance and force amplification arc~ modulated at both ends
of the system.

0.95
O.ls + 1

0.9

GM = fad/fad (29)

Gs = fad/fad
0.05s + 1

0.03

5 Experiments
The one-degree-of-freedom telerobotic system shown in Fig.

6 (a) is used to verify the performance of the system when the
goal is to only amplify the force (i.e., example I). As depicted
in Fig. 6 (b), the master robot is a link powered by a DC motor.
The human holds the handle on the link to maneuver the master
robot, and a force sensor between the handle and the link mea-
sures the human contact force. The ~;lave robot is also a link
powered by a DC motor. A mass representing a load is attached
to the slave link, and a force sensor between the load and the
link measures the load force. (The ,detailed drawings of the

8M = rad/lbf (31)O.ls + 1

0.05
rad.lbf~ Ss = ,--, 0.05s + 1

e master robot's bandwidth is about 10 rad/sec while the
sla e's bandwidth is about 20 rad/s. Since GM and Gs transform
po ition commands to actual robot positions, their units are radl
ra .Transfer functions SM and Ss represent the sensitivity of
eaqh system to forces; their units are rad/lbf.

~e model derived for the human arm holding the master
robot does not represent the human arm sensitivity SH for all
corifigurations; it is only an approximate and experimentally
ve! 'fied model of the author's elbow in the neighborhood of
the Fig. 4 configuration when the master robot deviation from
the vertical is small. For the experiment which determines SH,
the human holds the handle, and the master is commanded to
os illate via sinusoidal functions. At each frequency of the mas-
ter robot oscillation, the human tries to move his hand t,o follow

hIIman
~ ; ~
:"H -...
I.
I

'M

8lDve environment, ---,
I
I
I
I
I
I,
I,

"

Fig. 5 Forward flow contro" architecture
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Figure 8 represents the slave position versus the master position
where the approximately unity slope confirms the equality of
master and slave positions for all low frequency components
of the motion. Figure 9 depicts the master and slave forces for
the same maneuver where the forces are initially equal; after
the initial transition period, the master force, fM, becomes five
times less than the slave force,fs. (-fs is plotted in this figure
to indicate the opposite directions of fM and fs originating from
the conveption in Fig. I). Figure 10 shows -is versusfM where
the slope of 5 confirms that the operator feels 20 percent of the
slave force.

Substitption of all parameters into inequality 28 reveals this
inequality cannot be satisfied at high frequencies although the
system has exhibited to be stable throughout maneuvers shown
here. Inequality 28 is only a sufficient condition for stability
(and consequently a conservative one). If this inequality is
satisfied, the closed-loop stability is strongly guaranteed, how-
ever when this inequality is not satisfied (as in the case de-
scribed hFre). no conclusion can be drawn. It is our hope that
this bottleneck can be worked out through further research.

the master so that zero contact force is created between his hand
and the master robot. Since the human arm trying to create
contact forces cannot keep up with the high frequency motion
of the master, large contact forces and consequently, a large SH
is expected at high frequencies. Since this force is equal to the
product of the master robot acceleration and human arm inertia
(Newton's second law), at least a second-order transfer func-
tion is expected for SH at high frequencies. On the other hand,
at low frequencies (in particular at DC), the human can com-
fortably follow the master robot motion, and thus always estab-
lish almost constant contact forces betweelll his.. hand and the
master robot. This leads to the assumption of a constant 'transfer
function for SH at low frequencies where contact forces are
small for all values of ~ master robot positi.on. Based on
several experiments, at various frequencies, an estimate for the
human's arm sensitivity is given in [11]. Equation (33) repre-
sents an approximation of the human arm ~ynamics in the neigh-
borhood of the Fig. 4 configuration when the master robot devia-
tion from the vertical is small:

SH = 2.4(s -( l)i lbf/rad (33)
, "

The slave robot is employed to maneuver a mass with an
inertia such that:

6 Summary and Conclusion
This article introduces robotic telefunctioning. Telefunction-

ing facilitates maneuvering of loads by creating a perpetualE = 10$2 lbf/rad. (34)

The system is then maneuvered irregularly by an operator
for 10 seconds. The motion generated by the operator can be
thought of as a random function with low frequency components
which fall within the bandwidth of the system. Figure 7 shows
that the initial position of the master robot differs from the
initial position of the slave robot; the master and slave positions,
YM and Ys, approach each other after the initial transition period. Fig. 10 Slave force versus master force
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sense of the load dynamics for the operator. A minimum number
of functions are defined to frame the telefunctioning specifica-
tions. The stability of the system (i.e., master robot, slave robot,
human, and the load being manipulated) is analyzed and suffi-
cient conditions for stability are derived. A set of experimental
results are given to verify the theoretical claims when force
amplification is required for the syst(~m.

Fig. A1 Loop RQ represents human-master and environment-slave
physical contact
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APPENDIX A
A sufficient condition for stability of the closed-loop system

in Fig. 3 is developed by the Nyquist Theorem [13]. This
sufficient condition results in a class of compensators, H, which
guarantee stability. Note that the stability condition derived in
this section does not give any indication of system performance,
but only ensures a stable system.

After some manipulation, the bloc~: diagram of Fig. 3 can be
represented by the block diagram of Fig. AI. Note that there
are two elements in the feedback loop: RQ represents the natural
feedback loops which occur as a resul1: of human-master interac-

1 + (SH~ + P22)E * 0 for all UJ E (O. 00) (A4)
I SHPll + 1 -

T~ ensure the truth of (A4). one must guarantee that:
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tiop and environment-slave interaction, and RGH represents the

cortrolled feedback loop. An assumption is made that the sys-

te$ in Fig. Al is stable when H = O. If the controller in the

feqctback loop is eliminated by setting H = 0, the system reduces

to Ithe case where the human wears the master robot and the

sl~eis in contact with the environment, but command inputs

to ~e primary controller of both robots are zero. The plan is to

de ermine how robust the system is when H takes on a nonzero

va ue. Specifically, the goal is to obtain a sufficient stability

co dition when H is added to the system. To achieve this, the

N quist criterion is used. The following assumptions are made:

.The closed-loop system in Fig. Al is stable when H =

O. is assumption states that the system of human and master

ro*ot taken as a whole and the system of environment and

slajve robot taken as a whole remain stable when no feedback

co~pensator H is used in the system.

~. H is populated with stable linear transfer functions.

Th f .efore, the loop transfe'funftio~RQ, has the same number

of ght haif-plane poles as (R~ +~GH).

or convenience in this stability analysis, it is assumed that

A RQ and B = (8Q + RQ!f) , According to the Nyquist

criterion, the system in Fig:-AI remains stable as long as the

nutnber of anti-clockwise encirclements of det (I + B) around

th~ origin of ,the s-plane is equal.o the number of unstable

po~es of the loop transfer furictiOQ B. By assumptions I and 2,

B ~d A have the same number of unstable poles. Assuming that

th~ system is stable when H = 0, the number of encirclements of

th~ origin by~det (I + A) is equal to the number of unstable

po~es in A. When compensator H is added to the system, the

nutnber of encirclements of the origin by det (I + B) must be

eq~al to the nu~~r of unstable poles in B in. order to guarantee

clqsed-loop stabilIty. Because of the assumption that the number

of~nstable poles in BandA is identical, det (I + B) must have

ex f tly the same number of encirclements of the origin as det (I A). In order to guarantee equal encirclements by det (I +

A) and det (I + B), insurance is needed so det (I + B) does

no pass through the origin of the s-plane for ail frequencies.

det (I + RQ + RGH) * 0 for ail UJ E [0,00) (AI)

Su stituting R, Q, G, and H from Fig. Al into Eq. (AI) and

c culating the determinant results in:

S E~p + P22E + SHP11 + I * 0 for ail UJ E to, 00) (A2)

if SHPII + I * 0 for all UJ E [0,00) (A3)

n, dividing (A2) by (A3) results in:



ISSHAP + P22)EI <
for all IJJ E [0,00) (AS)

1 1 + PII~
I > fEI

P22 + ApSH
for all lJ) E [0,00) (A6)SHPtt + 1

Therefore, to ensure the stability of the system in Fig. AI,
inequalities (A5) and (A3) must be guaranteed; these inequali-
ties are restated as follows:

1
'PIli <- for all iJ) E [0,00)

SH
(A7)
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